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Dear Reader,
We are taught that there is a right and a wrong in every story. In environmental
issues, big corporations destroying ecosystems are the bad guys while the good guys,
sustainable, family-owned businesses, are always the underdogs that we should cheer for.
But when we take a closer look, we see that the maxim “two sides to every story,”
though cliche, isn’t aU that far from the truth. McDonalds, the notorious villain for its
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food quality, ranked 22 in a national survey for greenest corporations. Victoria, British
Columbia, has spent most of its existence as the bad guy, dumping raw sewage into
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the Straight of Juan de Fuca. This year they reversed roles and are bettering water
quality by building sewage treatment plants. Nuclear power, which brings to mind
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mutated fish and radioactive fallout, could actually be essential to energy reform. On
the other hand, Vancouver claims the 2010 Olympic Games will be the greenest in
history, while local environmental advocacy groups argue otherwise.
Some issues don’t have a light and dark side yet. This year, seabirds all along
Washington’s coast have died in record numbers and researchers are torn between
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pointing to global warming - naming humans as the problem - or calling it a freak
event. Seattle’s billion-doUar attempt to greenify the city by means of a light rail
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hasn’t yet become as popular as planners predicted but they believe it will be a hit
by the time all stations are complete, saving the commuters of the city from the
nightmare of traffic congestion. Cap and trade, a potential policy that would finally
limit greenhouse gas emissions by American corporations, is still in limbo until world
leaders meet in Copenhagen.
Lastly is the occasional story where there is, in fact, a superior candidate. This
quarter we’ve included a recycling guide as a pull out in the middle of this magazine
to help simplify the wild world of reducing waste. That’s something we should all be
on board with.
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The controversial issues that Planet covered this quarter are not meant to leave
readers with a hero and a villain, but rather to open the floodgates of communication
about difficult topics. We hope that these stories get you talking about what the best
ways are to think outside of simply right or wrong.
After all, as students, Bellinghamsters, Americans or inhabitants of Planet Earth,
if we don’t examine the story with open minds, the bad guy role falls on us.
We welcome comments in the form of letters, email, or conversation.

Sincerely,

Kaylin Bettinger
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The dust has settled.. .for now. A slick, newly paved road
For Bruce McArthur,
winds up the side of a rugged bluff like a blacktopped snake. At
a lifetime resident of least 260,000 tons of asphalt has been packed into the bluff The
West Vancouver, the juxtaposition of old Canadian earth and modern transport has
i re-characterized this place. The Eagieridge Bluffs have become
highway construction a battleground, with the Vancouver Winter Olympics and the
British Columbia Ministry of Transportation on one side and
represents the the opposition, whose army ranges from tribal leaders to regional
encroachment of environmentalists, on the other.
The Eagieridge Bluffs lie north of Vancouver on the Scasociety upon the To-Sky portion of Highway 99. They are not only a root cause
beautiful untouched of anti-Olympic spirit, but they also face an uncertain ecological
i future because of the highway construction. Leaders of the Sealand of British to-Sky Highway Improvement Project are moving forward, but
Columbia. I some activists see the bluffs and highwav as a cause for continual
ecological conllict.
The S600 million improvement project, funded by the British
Columbia Ministry of Transportation, promised to alleviate safety
concerns and high-frequency travel with more lanes, a straighter
highway and highly rellective pavement markings along the entire
highway. The new road also includes 80 kilometers of new pass
ing lanes between Horseshoe Bay and Whistler.
Planning for highway upgrades preceded the Vancouver
Olympic Committee’s successful bid in July 2003. Before the
Olympic bid, the two-lane highway faced scrutiny for safety issues
in winter months. Some locals nicknamed the rugged route on
Oo

the face of a plunging bluff, the “Drive-to-Die Highway” for the
numerous accidents that occurred in the winter months when
visibility is low.
However, anti-Olympics groups, such as the Olympic Resistance Network, accuse the highway project of being a result of
the Olympics.

“[The highway] was an excuse to develop land and take from

environmental improvements for trails and recreational areas,

the poor,” said Meg Sylvester, Victoria resident and member of a

but also used bottomless round culverts on bridges, which create

watchdog group called the Council of Canadians.

better passage for fish and help increase population in fish bearing

Sylvester said her efforts are to keep an eye on the ongoing
environmental operations and practices in British Columbia.
Sylvester recently attended an anti-Olympic protest in Victoria,

streams. All of these changes would not have been possible with
out the initial funding for a new highway, Buckingham said.
The one area she said the ministry would not be specifically

British Columbia, the province’s capital. On the afternoon of

focused on is the Eagleridge Bluffs. Because the construction is

Oct. 30, 2009, protesters took to the streets just a few hours after

complete, the ministry will only focus on actual roadway issues

the Olympic torch made its way through the city on the first leg

and construction problems.
However, the ministry may have to pay attention to the

of its Canadian tour.
The group of approximately 300 gathered in Centennial

bluffs if there are ecological conflicts that interfere with highway

Square for a festival before marching through downtown chant

operations. The highway project plan promised to shift highway

ing slogans of resistance and obscenities against the Olympics

alignment away from rock outcrop on the bluffs to avoid complete

and police. While the majority of protesters, dressed as zombies,

degradation of the visible bluffs.

appeared to be there out of general spite for the Olympics, others
gathered to promote environmental awareness about the Olym

For Bruce McArthur, a lifetime resident of West Vancouver,
the highway construction represents the encroachment of society
upon the remaining rural areas of Brit

pics in British Columbia.
Victoria resident and protestor
Christina Nikolic said the Vancouver
Olympic Committee and ministry of
transportation have failed to be environ
mentally conscious with both Olympic
planning and highway construction.
“You can’t just reconstruct the
environment,” she said.
However, the Sea-to-Sky Highway
project leader said they are trying to
compensate for ecological loss caused by
the project. Angela Buckingham, chief

Buckingham
described the highway
construction as a
significant opportunity
for new construction
practices and better
ecological practices to
be implemented.

ish Columbia. The project plan notes
that by the year 2025, 22,000 vehicles
are expected to travel daily along the
highway between Horseshoe Bay and
Squamish and some 12,000 daily
between Squamish and Whistler. This
is roughly a 60 percent increase from
current travel. In 25 years, the Ministry^
of Transportation predicts the popula
tion to double along the Sea-to-Sky
Highway.
Since 2005, McArthur has helped

environmental officer for the British

in the fight against construction as a

Columbia Ministry of Transportation

leader of the Coalition to Save Ea

said that the ministry and the project team have provided ongoing

gleridge Bluffs, a citizen group that sought an injunction against

environmental monitoring on the highway to ensure there is no

the projects. In 2006, he was a main organizer of a sit in on the

loss in environmental quality. She said other areas of the highway

bluffs, which consisted of numerous protesters camped out in

will compensate for habitats that may have been lost during the

tents until police arrived to make arrests, though McArthur was

construction on the bluffs.

not arrested.

The highway project plans provide a 31-page checklist of

His immediate concern is that the now completed construc

conservation duties for the highway contractor. The plans also

tion has exposed the bluffs to many invasive species. It also caused

include a section on wildlife mitigation measures to help minimize

populations of local species, such the Red-legged frog, to dwindle.

the effects on the ecological vitality of the bluffs by avoiding sensi

McArthur said he has spotted four invasive plant species growing

tive wildlife habitats.

on the bluffs since the construction ended in September 2009.

Buckingham described the highway construction as a sig
nificant opportunity for new construction practices and better
ecological practices to be implemented.
“We took an old highway built in the 1960s and brought it

They included scotch broom, butterfly bush, Himalayan balsam,
and bull thistle in the Larson Creek watershed.
McArthur’s coalition has dissolved with the passage of time
and the failure to stop construction on the bluffs. He said his

up to modern design standards,” she said. “The project acted as a

efforts to keep the bluffs in the ecological forefront would not be

catalyst to make improvements.”

deterred. Since the coalition dissolved, he has joined other local

Buckingham said the construction not only made many

environmental groups.

A newly planted tree along the Sea-to-Sky Highway in Vancouver, British Columbia.

Despite some public disapproval and ongoing protests,
the Sea-to-Sky Highway is a success by Buckingham’s and the
Ministry of Transportation’s standards. The project won numer
ous awards for design, including a 2005 Gold Award for innova
tion from the Canadian Council of Public-Private Partnership.
Buckingham said the highway has played a very important role
and would be part of the Vancouver Olympics’ efforts to be the
greenest games ever.
“With each project, you set the bar higher and higher,” she
said. “The public raised the bar higher.”
The ecological future of the Eagleridge Bluffs and the Seato-Sky Highway remains uncertain. With population and traffic
expected to boom along the highway after the Olympics, the
bluffs could be the first fight in a long battle. Regardless of what
will come, both sides said the bluffs and the Sea-to-Sky Highway
will be part of the Olympics’ legacy •
COLLEEN TOOMEY is a junior, studying journalism, French and political sci
ence. Her work has previously appeared in The Western Front.
HEIDI KILLINGS is an art major, with a concentration on mixed media and
photography, and has a minor in psychology. This is her first published
piece.
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Helping the environment can be
as simple as riding a bike, planting a
tree, picking up trash, or stopping at
McDonald’s for a Big Mac and Fries.
McDonald’s reputation has not always been the greenest. In

the eelebration of the tenth anniversary of the Defense Fund/
McDonald’s partnership he said, “McDonald’s is proving that
a company can do well by doing good. The Environmental
Defense Fund/McDonald’s alliance added a new dimension to

the McLibel trial of the late 1990’s, in which McDonald’s sued a

the relationship between corporate America and environmental

United Kingdom couple for libel, McDonald’s was labeled “cul

organizations.”

pably responsible” for cruelty to animals by the judge. In 2006,

One of the biggest boosts to McDonald’s green ego came

Greenpeace called McDonald’s an “unhappy meal for the planet”

from Newsweek in their Sept. 28, 2009, issue. Newsweek ranked

because of their aid in deforestation.

the 500 largest companies in the United States in order of

These are exactly the kinds of labels that McDonald’s wants

“greenness,” and McDonald’s was 22nd overall. The high rank

to leave behind, and their efforts to create a green image have

ing was awarded based on McDonald’s being a “leader among its

been getting positive publicity from some unlikely sources, includ

peers in extending environmental concerns throughout its supply

ing Newsweek, the Environmental Defense Fund and Green

chain.”

peace, who has a history of trashing McDonald’s environmental
practices.
Still, the biggest publisher of news about McDonald’s is

Despite the newfound praise, McDonald’s must still hght
to win a green label amidst competitors with more advanced envi
ronmentally friendly programs.

McDonald’s. Their corporate responsibility Web site, www.crmcdonalds.com, contains links to articles about all of the different
\

facets of McDonald’s business, including their efforts to reduce

MCDONALD’S GREEN INITIATIVES

waste in packaging materials, increase the sustainability of their
product sources, turn used oil waste into fuel, and create restau
rants with lower energy needs.
Despite their best efforts, McDonald’s is still a long way from

In 2006, McDonald’s refused to purchase
chicken fed on soy grown in deforested
regions of the Amazon Rainforest.

catching up with smaller chains and local restaurants like the
Fiamma restaurants in Bellingham, Wash.
McDonald’s environmental changes are prepping the compa
ny for a big push to become more environmentally friendly. They
have put forth efforts to preserve the planet as part of an industry

91 % of McDonald’s fish now comes from
sustainable fisheries, resulting in a shift of
20,000 tons of fish from an unsustainable
to a sustainable source.

that is noted mostly for its environmental disregard.
Several large organizations support the efforts that McDon
ald’s is making, and more than a few of them are key environ
mental players.
Greenpeace, an environmental organization that is usually

A slight change in the Big Mac carton
saved 423 tons of paper a year, and 82% of
McDonald’s consumer packaging is now
made from renewable materials.
No more Styrofoam!

eritieal of McDonald’s, has been forced to admit that the fast food
giant is at least attempting to change its ways.
“We have to take a deep breath here, and give them some
credit where it is due. They did something to help the planet!”
Greenpeace said in a 2003 article about McDonald’s new green

McDonald’s greener building models use
up to 25% less energy than the standard
model. These improvements come from
more efficient appliances, lighting and
power options.

buildings.
The Environmental Defense Fund, a nonproht created in
1967 to combat the most urgent environmental issues, is a partner
of McDonald’s, and works closely with them to evaluate their
decisions.

In Europe, McDonald’s recycles all of
its used oil, sending 80% to biodiesel
conversion. Latin America and the U.S.
are continuing to expand their oil recycling
programs as well.

Fred Krupp is the head of the Defense Fund, and during
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Fiamma Burger, a downtown Bellingham restaurant, has
embraced the idea of being a green eatery.
Every piece of waste at Fiamma Burger goes into the
compost bin except for a few cookie wrappers and salad dressing
packets. Instead of the traditional push-door garbage container
that can be found in fast food restaurants, Fiamma Burger has
three bins, one for compost, one for recycling and one for trash,
but the trash rarely fills up.
Dan and Ken Bothman own both Fiamma Burger and
the similarly minded pizza restaurant. La Fiamma. La Fiamma
is their original project, and initially they just recycled cans and
bottles.
Eventually, they moved from recycling a few items and junk
ing the rest, to composting and serving food accompanied by

“They aren’t in the same business
as we are, they are a giant
marketing operation; they just
manufacture hype to seii food.”

silverware manufactured out of potatoes.
Composting like Fiamma requires the proper disposal facili
ties nearby, which aren’t available in all cities.
Dan and Ken Bothman don’t think McDonald’s would
embrace such a drastic change even if they could. They are criti
cal of McDonald’s and consider the fast food giant’s efforts to be
greenwashing, or using menial environmental changes in order to
promote the company.
“They aren’t in the same business as we are, they are a giant
marketing operation; they just manufacture hype to sell food,”
Ken Bothman said.
The nature of the McDonald’s Corporation, consistent fast
food delivered at an affordable price and available around the
world, makes it difficult to operate under an environmentally
friendly business model. Enormous amounts of resources are

TOP: An informational advertisement sitting on a table
at La Fiamma Burger on Railroad Avenue.
RIGHT: Photo illustration of McDonald’s below a plant.

required to not only feed the 51 million daily patrons but also to
transport the food from its source to a processing plant and then
to restaurants in more than 118 countries.
An order of small fries, a cheeseburger and a small drink
at McDonald’s creates about 1.25 ounces of paper waste that is
thrown away by the consumer minutes after purchase. If that is
an average amount of garbage produced, then McDonald’s 51
million customers create about four million pounds of garbage
every day, which is roughly nine times the weight of the Statue
of Liberty. This amount does not include waste thrown away
behind the counter.
However, tiny changes within McDonald’s restaurants have
a huge impact when multiplied by the number of patrons served

McDonald’s still has more work to do, and criticism of their
efforts is important. A company shouldn’t be free of scrutiny just
because they’ve invested in sustainable fisheries, but support must
be given to companies who are embracing the possibility that be
ing green is the future of doing business.
McDonald’s may not have instituted changes that will have
an immediate impact, but they are setting themselves up, and
leading the way for other companies, to make a potentially radi
cal shift from being a monstrous marketing machine, to becoming
a jolly green giant restaurant. •
WES SIMONS is a creative writing major at Western. This is his second time
being published in The Planet.

daily, and the policies that McDonald’s has implemented in their
restaurants are paving the way for much bigger changes. The
green restaurant they’ve built in Chicago may be a precursor to .
building green restaurants all over the world.
PLANET I 11

RETHINKING
RECYCLING
BY ANDREA WILLIAMSON

The Sanitary Services Center sends out trucks to col
lect recycling every week, every two weeks or every four weeks
depending on the service. On average, each truck picks up four
to eight tons of materials to be sent out and reused rather than
sit in a landfill or dump, Pemble said.
Composting is another simple way to be a responsible
resident and reduce waste.
“Composting is going to be big,” said Neyer. “It’s going to
be the next big, easy step to make in living more sustainably.”

For many Western Washington University students, moving
to Bellingham is the first time they are living on their own and are
responsible for their own waste. Unfortunately, not all items have
the iconic recycling symbol on the bottom, so being environmen
tally responsible can be confusing.

Compost, or green waste, is a renewable resource that
reduces the need for chemicals in gardening and is used to enrich
the soil and promote healthier plant growth, according to the
Web site of Green Earth Technology, a composting company in
Lynden, Wash.

Whether living in the dorms, an apartment or a house, it is
up to residents to learn the best way to dispose of waste.

For students, composting is another cheap way to reduce
their garbage. Some people opt to start their own compost piles

An easy way to help maintain Bellingham’s “green” reputa
tion is to understand the impact of recycling as well as other sim
ple ways to “go green,” such as composting and proper disposal

on their property. Others sign up with the Sanitary Services Com
pany FoodPlus! Program. The program provides a large Toter
and picks up the waste every other week. The compost service

of hazardous waste. The following is a guide
about how to reduce waste as efficiently as
possible.
Recycling in Bellingham goes
through the Sanitary Service Company.
Homes and businesses come equipped with
either large Toters or three small crates
for separating recyclables. Your landlord
should have the service set up, but it is up to
the renters to make sure the bill is in their
name if it is not already included in the
rent, said Rodd Pemble, recycling manager
at the Sanitary Services Company.

1
si

iCOsts

HANG THIS
RAD RECYCLING
POSTER ON
YOUR FRIDGE
FOR A DAILY
SORTING
REMINDER

Proper separation is an important

recommends you designate one crate for paper and cardboard,
one for plastics, and one for glass and metals such as tin or alumi
num. If you live on campus, there are conveniently marked bins
outside each residence hall, according to Richard Neyer, Western
recycling center coordinator. There are also 650 large, blue bins
across Western’s campus, he said.
The materials you recycle are then taken to Northwest
Recycling in downtown Bellingham where they are cleaned,
condensed and wrapped into large, square bails and prepared to
be sent out again. Paper, cardboard, aluminum and tin all stay
within the state and are sent to mills to be broken down and made

Aside from recycling garbage or
^ compost, proper disposal of hazardous
I waste is important because these materials can cause harm to people,
animals and the environment.

J

Materials that require

R special disposal contain toxic,
corrosive, flammable or reactive
4

chemicals. Although these items are
often inside your home, many people

lire unaware of the proper way to dis
pose of potentially hazardous materials.

aiMIMti

step in the recycling process. The Sanitary Services Company

eight dollars a month.

These items can be dropped off at the
Disposal of Toxics facility in Bellingham, where they are sepa
rated by hazardous class, like acids or aerosols, said Environmen
tal Specialist Chris Teske. The materials are then sent offsite to a
transfer, storage and disposal factory in Tacoma where they are
incinerated, he said.
In 2008, the Disposal of Toxics plant collected and sepa
rated almost 442,000 pounds of hazardous waste, Teske said. The
plant recycled 63 percent of the waste, about 278,500 pounds,
that otherwise could have gone straight to the dump, he said.
Take the extra second to separate items rather than head
straight for the trash and little by little, our responsible recycling
will have an impact and make a difference for everyone.

into something new again. The rest of the recycling bails, such
as glass, plastic and scrap metals, are sent to Asian countries for
reuse, Neyer said.

ANDREA WILLIAMSON is a senior at Western and is double majoring in
communication and visual journalism. She has been published in the West
ern Front.
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Paper (blank & printed on)
Newspaper

4

Cardboard (minimal staples)

Pizza boxes

Thermometers

Aluminum cans & foil

Paper drink cartons

Fluorescent light bulbs

Clean tin foil & cans

Frozen food cartons

Needles & syringes (sharps)

Plastic bottles & containers

fess#..

Styrofoam peanuts (contained)
Television sets

Napkins

Air fresheners

Paper towels

Ammonia

Paper plates, bowls, cups

Bleach

Yard waste

Computers & monitors

1

Household cleaning products

.—Paper, del i/take-out-car±onsL. ...

Scrap metals

sc '•*■ #

Batteries

Food-soiled products

Glass bottles & jars

f'^X

Mercury

Food scraps

Grass clippings

Laptop computers

Upholstery /carpet shampoos

fe

Oven cleaner

m

Dishwasher detergents

Garden trimmings
Branches

Food-soiled items

■1'^ ' '
i*

Film plastics

Drain and toilet bowl cleaners

m

Leaves

Antibacterial cleaners

Weeds

Mold and mildew cleaners
Furniture polish

Biodegradable household items

Plastic hinges

Automotive products

Vacuum cleaner bags

i^i

Is

Used motor oil and fuels

Fabric scraps, thread

Car batteries

Dryer lint

Antifreeze

Corks

Oil-based paint & paint products

Tissue paper, gift wrap

Lawn & garden chemicals

Wood scraps

.^»M3fisaafei.

s'-.’

Pet and human hair

■ T*»
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ym

Usable latex paint
Propane tanks

Cardboard
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Waxed cardboard
m

Sawdust

Asbestos
Ammunition
We recommend putting this poster
on your fridge. If that’s not the way
you roll, please recycle it. Throwing
it away would just be ironic. Thanks.
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Radioactive waste

Liquids

i£m

Diapers

Biomedical waste

o

Pet wastes & kitty litters

Explosives

Rocks, bricks, concrete

m
m

Unusable latex paint

Dirt, sod or root balls
Tires, lumber, hoses
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DE RAILED
BY KENDALL MERCER I

PHOTOS BY ERICA ROEGLIN

The low grumbling of metro bus engines sounded and
echoed within the dimly lit underground of Westlake Station,
meters beneath the bustling, SeahawT game day traffic on 5th
and Pine. Dozens of Seattleites, commuters and tourists lined
the platform of Bay C, silently anticipating the arrival of their
southbound transports.
At the far end of the station, a distinctive “Ding! Ding!
Ding!” resounded from the depths of the transport tunnel.
And then, from out of the darkness, a sleek marc^el of modern
»

Beacon Hill resident Kris Coty said riding the new^ light rail
is simply not as cost-effcctive or convenient as taking the bus.
“I think more people are choosing to ride the buses over
the light rail because why pay $2 to ride five blocks?” Coty said.
“There are no transfers, no free zones.”
During weekdays, the trains run an average of every 10 min

engineering slid silently to a stop in front of the crowd. Its doors

utes between 6 a.m. and 1 a.m. It costs an^^where from 75 cents

opened wide, beckoning passengers foward into its clean-burn

to $2.50 to ride depending on a passenger’s age and destination.

ing confines. The doors closed, and without the smallest sound,

Passengers have to pay to ride the light rail through 1.3 miles of

the Link light rail continued on its way, tw^o passengers heavier.

the downtown transit tunnel, which on the bus line is a part of

In its w^ake, the crowded platform remained stagnant, w'aiting for

the “Ride Free Zone.”

the bus.

As Coty mentioned, when riding the rail, there are no trans

On July 18, a 13.9-mile, $2.9 billion light rail system opened,

fers. Taking a day trip would mean purchasing a round-trip ticket

connecting Tukwila to downtown Seattle. The new transit system

as opposed to a one-way with a time-restricted transler Because I

w^as designed to herald in a new era of alternative transporta

of the hassle, Coty said that she only rides the light rail once or

tion to solve the headache of overcrowded buses and gridlocked

twice a month.

freeways. So why now, after more than 10 years of planning and

Geoir Patrick, media relations and public information

development, are the two car, 190 foot-long trains with the capac

manager for Sound Transit, said that before the light rail opened

ity to carry up to 400 people, only transporting a fraction of their

last year, Sound Transit decided to have set fares throughout the

maximum load?

entire line and exclude a ride free area in downtowm. By doing so,

“With every light rail system
across the country, what
you have is a period of
ridership growth over time
as more and more people
become aware of the
service and try it out.’

the city was able to allow fares to be less expensive for passengers.
“If people want to ride free, they can do it on the buses,”
m Patrick said.
When the railway first opened, Sound Transit predicted that
m
the trains would carry 21,000 passengers each weekday by the
end of 2009 and up to 26,600 by 2010. Patrick said that while
those numbers have been lower than what was projected, he is
optimistic about the light rail’s future in Seattle, especially after
completion of the two-mile, $269 million, SeaTac Airport expan
sion in December 2009.
From its opening in July until mid October, Patrick said rail
ridership has increased only slightly from around 12,000 passen
gers up to 15,000 per day.

“You have to understand that these are rough estimates,”
Patrick said. “With every light rail system across the country, what
you have is a period of ridership growth over time as more and

Few passengers ride the light rail through Seattle, but officials
are hopeful for increased ridership as new routes are added.

more people become aware of the service and try it out.”
Sound Transit is expecting 286,000 people to ride the rail
each day once the University Link, a 3.15 mile, SI.9 billion, tun
neled extension from downtown to the University of Washington,
is completed in 2016.
Capitol Hill resident Justin Meredith is one of the few fre
quent light rail riders that Sound Transit was expecting. Meredith
said he rides the light rail five to seven times a week, commuting
back and forth from his job in South Seattle.
“I like that [the light rail] is faster, cleaner, newer and nicer
than the buses,” Meredith said.
Transportation has long been a headache for Seattle,
which also has a reputation of being an eco-conscious city. Ge
ography and an infrastructure developed around the emergence

to an end. Meanwhile, continuing to invest taxpayer’s dollars in
expanding and maintaining freeways will only hold a promise for
a future filled with carbon contaminating road constructions and
the prolonged dependence of commuters on their cars.
“What transit opponents are not necessarily telling you is that

of the automobile have limited the city’s options for a rail system.

instead of investments in transit infrastructures, they would like

It was only in the past decade and a half, when the population

to see investments in road infrastructures,” Patrick said. “Road

really began to stretch to its limits, that a cry came out for a faster,

infrastructure also involves moving a lot of earth, it involves a lot

cleaner solution.

of heavy construction, it emits a lot of greenhouse gases. The

According to Sound Transit research, the transportation

difference is that once you’ve created those (roadways), it doesn’t

sector in Seattle is the top producer of greenhouse gases in the

have a payoff of reducing it. It only promotes more greenhouse

Seattle area today. Sound Transit said that by introducing an elec

gas emissions because it promotes more driving.”

trically powered light rail, the city will reduce its carbon footprint
by 14,000 tons each year.
“The carbon impact from building the dark thing is going

Sound Transit said that by the completion of the 55-mile
light rail system in 2030, they hope to completely change the lay
out out of the city into one that is more sustainable and encour

to undermine any good we do by not riding the buses,” Meredith

ages people to ride because of convenience. To achieve this, they

said. “It’ll be a hundred years before the environmental benefits

have built rail stations in urban growth areas and are working

of this balance out.”

with developers to bring housing, restaurants and entertainment

Meredith’s argument is one that is also being made by several

venues into these areas, Patrick said. By doing so, commuters will

of the regions anti-light rail groups such as the Coalition for

be less dependent on their vehicles and will be more connected

Effective Transportation Alternatives and the Washington Traf

with their city. Less dependence on cars will mean fewer parking

fic Institute. These opponents claim that the carbon impact of

lots, garages and park-and-rides adding to congestion.

building the University Link tunnel extension will waste so much

According to Sound Transit and figures generated by the

energy that it would take the city approximately 80 years to break

Puget Sound Regional Council (a regional body for King, Pierce,

even. Sound Transit said that they are well aware of this argu

Snohomish and Kitsap counties involved with planning and

ment, but in the long run, having a light rail system will be less

growth), by 2030, 70 percent of the population and 85 percent of

harmful than continuing to support the city’s reliance on vehicles.

the jobs in the district are going to be accessible by either light rail

“Those arguments are very misleading,” Patrick said. “Of all
of the different modes of transportation out there, transit is the
only one that reduces greenhouse gases.”
Patrick said boring the several-mile-long tunnel from
downtown to the University of Washington will open the door
for possible future extensions to Lynwood, and eventually even
farther north toward Everett. While the amount of energy used
and greenhouse gases emitted to build the tunnel will be high,
the fact of the matter is that the one-time waste will be a means

or the Sounder Commuter Rail.
So with traffic-jammed streets above and people-packed buses
below, the promise of a more connected and accessible Seattle is
a goal that all regional commuters can get on board with and one
that will hopefully come to fruition further down the line. •
KENDALL MERCER is a senior at Western and is double majoring in com
munication and visual journalism. She has been published in The Western
Front.
ERICA ROEGLIN is a senior at Western and is majoring in marine ecology
and environmental studies.
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IS NUCLEAR POWER MAKING A COMEBACK?
BY BROOKE LOISEL I PHOTOS BY ANDRIY SEMENYUK

With the skyrocketing need for
energy and the ever-growing
concern of greenhouse gas
emissions, the United States is in
need of a fuei aiternative.

NATURAL GAS 24%

PETROLEUM 37%

U.S. Energy
Consumption by
Energy Source

(2008)

During a time when elimate change, population, foreign oil
dependence, pollution and other factors play a role in the future

RENEWABLE ENERGY 7%

of energy, experts are debating if a nuclear power comeback is
the solution.
BIOMASS 53%

People are warming up to the idea of nuclear power. A Gallup
Poll conducted in March 2009 showed 59 percent of Americans
were in favor of expanding nuclear power in the United States.

HYDROELECTRIC i
POWER.34%
*

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, which oversees
nuclear power plants, is reviewing applications to build 26 new

SOLAR & WIND 8%

nuclear reactors around the United States.
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administra

GEOTHERMAL 5%

tion, nuclear reactors produced about 9 percent of all energy
consumed in the United States in 2008, which was more than

Statistics courtesy of the U.S. Energy Information Administration.

hydroelectric, wind, geothermal and solar energy combined. Un
like coal power plants, these nuclear reactors do not produce any

produced then turns turbines that are connected to a generator,

carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide or sulfuric emissions, which harm

which makes electricity. At the Golumbia Generating Station the

the environment. However, they produce radioactive waste.

water is purified and reused.

One uranium pellet is smaller than the size of a Hershey’s

The efficiency of nuclear reactors is improving with advances

Kiss and is used to fuel a nuclear power plant. Each pellet costs

in technology. Improvements made to existing reactors within the

$ 15 and is equivalent to the energy provided by 149 gallons of

last decade have had the same impact as if the United States were

oil, 1,780 pounds of coal or 17,000 cubic feet of natural gas,

to build 17 older-technology power plants, according to a Depart

according to Energy Northwest, a not-for-proht joint operating

ment of Energy timeline.

energy agency.
With the supply of finite resources dwindling and human

erating Station does not rely on weather conditions to produce

population increasing, nuclear power could be a part of the

electricity, said Vic Parrish, GEO of Energy Northwest. The

energy solution.

station runs 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The nuclear plant

Besides producing hydro, wind and solar electricity. Energy
Northwest also operates the only nuclear power plant in Washing
ton state — The Columbia Generating Station in Richland.
In the nuclear business, information is shared and each plant

Unlike hydro, wind and solar energy. The Golombia Gen

produces 1,150 megawatts of power, enough to light up the city
of Seattle and the surrounding suburbs, Parrish said.
When Planet visited the Columbia Generating Station, the
largest drawback to nuclear power noted were the dangers of

learns from the others, said Rochelle Olson, manager of public

working with radiation and storing nuclear waste. The staff at

affairs at Energy Northwest. Olson also said the United States

the station takes safety seriously. When touring the plant. Planet’s

needs to have more than one energy source.

photographer and reporter each wore a meter to measure the

“There has to be diversity in energy, we have to have them
all,” Olson said.
Nuclear power plants produce their electricity similarly
to steam producing power plants. Water is heated by a core of
uranium to create steam inside a reactor. Then, atoms are hit
by neutrons, which split and release heat and more neutrons.
This process is called nuclear fission. The high-pressure steam
18 I PLANET

amount of radiation they were taking in. Planet staffers received
less radiation from one day in a nuclear plant than if they were to
receive an X-ray on their teeth at the dentist.
RIGHT:
The power generated at the Columbia Generating Station in Richland,
Wash, is being sent to Bonneville Power Administration.
PREVIOUS PAGE:
The nuclear energy plant generates enough power to light up the city
of Seattle and surrounding suburbs.
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Nuclear waste from the Columbia plant is stored on the

also looking into reprocessing, Parrish said. Reprocessing spent

plant’s property in concrete and steel storage cylinders that are 19

fuel would be expensive in the beginning, as most new teehnolo-

feet tall and 11 feet in diameter. The station has been operating in

gies are, but would pay off by shrinking the amount of waste and

Richland for 25 years this December. By 2014, 12 more storage

the amount of time the waste is radioactive. Recycling spent fuel

canisters will be added to the 26 that remain outside the plant,

releases more energy while reducing the need for waste treatment

Parrish said. The canisters can stay on the plants property until

and disposal. However, reprocessing is not legal in the U.S.

the U.S. decides what to do with nuclear waste, he said.
All of the wasted produced by the 104 nuclear plants in the
United States that have been running for the last 30 years would
ht into a football held no higher than the goal posts, Olson said.
A solution to nuclear waste is needed before the expansion
of nuclear power can take place successfully, said Dr. Bill Ghameides, the Environmental Defense Fund’s chief scientist. Highlevel nuclear waste can remain radioactive for over 10,000 years
when it is not reprocessed.
Through reprocessing, the used fuel that is stored on site* in

“There’s a lack of political will,” Parrish said. “At this time it
is cheaper to purchase new fuel than to invest in the technology to
begin reprocessing.”
Parrish described nuclear power as one of the safest indus
tries on the planet due to the layers of safety and security involved
in day-to-day operations.
In case of emergency, the reactor can be shut down in seven
seconds. The plant has multiple systems in place to shut itself down.
“We began using nuclear to blow people up, so it naturally
puts a bias on how you think about it,” Parrish said. “There is

canisters would be recycled and used as fuel for the nuclear reac

lots of uncertainty with nuclear, people are fearful of things they

tor. Parrish said that used nuclear fuel is a dense, rich source of

don’t understand.”

energy that retains up to 95 percent of the original energy.
Japan and France reprocess their spent fuel and Canada is
CEO of Energy Northwest, Vic Parrish,
stops at a security checkpoint in the Columbia
Generating Station located in Richland, Wash.

Andy Bunn, Western Washington University professor in the
Department of Environmental Sciences said nuclear power could
gain attention in two instances. One is if global warming be
comes such a problem that the US. is willing to deal with nuclear
waste at the long-term cost of ecosystems. The other is if the U.S.
needs energy to so badly that nuclear will be given another look.
Currently, the energy crisis is not immediate and there is no
political will to expand nuclear energy, Bunn said.
Although policy makers are not talking about nuclear power
locally, it is gaining recognition globally. During a speech in
Prague, President Barack Obama said nuclear power can combat
climate change and advance peace and opportunity for all people.
Public knowledge and support for nuclear energy will help
to get policy makers discussing the future and solution to nuclear
waste. About six billion tons of carbon dioxide was emitted into
the air from energy related uses last year, according to the U.S.
Department of Energy. Nuclear power deserves attention and
support to help combat pollution.
Nuclear power stations are expensive to build but cheap to
run. As gas prices escalate, nuclear power becomes more afford
able in comparison.
“Nuclear is a better alternative for the United States in the
long term,” Parrish said. “You have to look at the lifetime cost,
not just the startup costs.”

BROOKE ROSALINE LOISEL is a senior at Western and is double majoring
in communication and visual journalism. She has been published in The
Western Front.
ANDRIY SEMENYUK is a senior international student at Western from
Ukraine. He is majoring in general studies with concentration in visual jour
nalism. This is his third time being published in The Planet.

ALGAE:
THE SOAPY
KILLER
BY MITCH OLSEN I PHOTOS BY MITCH OLSEN

Around Labor Day 2009, the staggering beauty of La
Push, Wash., quickly turned to a grim scene. Volunteers
equipped with strong gag-reflexes and thick rubber
gloves grouped decaying bodies
w

of

m long

and identify

By mid September, hundreds of dead seabirds were crowding the
beaches, rather than tourists. Initially, no one could figure out why.
Mary Sue Brancato, a resource protection specialist at the
OlyTnpic National Marine Sanctuary, first assumed it was the

Oddly, this is the first time an epidemic like this has ever hap
pened in Washington, despite the algae’s prevalance the area.
“We’ve never seen it in this density,” Brancato said. “The
ocean literally has a brown tint to it.”
Laboratory testing showed algae levels to be far above nor

bird’s diet or a toxicity issue with the water, but initial samples

mal. On some beaches the thick foam dominated the horizon,

showed nothing out of the ordinary Autopsies indicated no signs

with hundreds of seabirds stranded in a frothy mayhem. Accord

of struggle. In fact, the birds died of hypothermia.

ing to Brancato, the algae could be found up to 25 miles offshore.

The explanation lies in the surf, where a massive algal bloom
created strange soapy foam that took over the seabird’s backyard.
Brancato and numerous researchers along the coast have joined

As of October 2009, the algal bloom that began on Washington’s
Olympic Peninsula was showing up as far south as Oregon.
“The question is, why now?” said Jane Dolliver, a research

forces to get to the bottom of this phenomenon. The event is

coordinator from the University of Washington School of

potentially catastrophic for seabird populations already in decline

y\quatic and Fishery Sciences.

and could be an indication that something is seriously wrong

It appears the simplest answer could be climate change.

in our ocean’s ecosystem. As to what caused this algal bloom,

Although the foam was an isolated event, Brancato says an

researchers can only speculate.
So, what in the name of Poseidon’s trident is happening to
these birds?
The main culprit is a certain type of brown algae called
Akashiwo sanguinea, a single-celled marine phytoplankton in the

algal bloom like this is only natural in that it is a naturally occur
ring organism. A possible reason for the massive bloom is that
dinoflagellates, like Akashiwo sanguinea, flourish in warm water,
particularly when there is a warm layer on top and low salinity.
“ITis event concerns me because it is harming populations

dinoflagellate family. When the algae mingle with waves in the

that have been in decline,” Brancato said. “Although this species

surf, it is churned into a soapy foam that shows no mercy. This

of dinoflagellate is not new to our area, it has been speculated

foam strips the protective coating of oil normally found on the

that with climate change, we are likely to have more such occur

seabird’s feathers, exposing them to the icy waters and ultimately

rences than we have in the past.”

leading to hypothermia. Struggling ashore, they wait for death.

The only other documented case of the Akashiwo sanguinea
PLANET I 2

algae becoming fatal for birds was in Monterey Bay, Calif, in
2007. According to a report by Ralphael Kudela, an Associ
ate Professor of Ocean Sciences at the University of California
Santa Cruz, the foam in that event stranded 550 seabirds and
207 were found dead, a far cry from the epidemic we’re seeing on
the Washington coast. A precise count of how many of the birds
have died is unknown, but researchers estimate a total mortality
of over 10,000 across the state. When it started on the Olympic
Peninsula in September, the death toll at La Push’s Second Beach
alone was pushing 300. A major worry is that many of the species
affected by the foam can be found on the Washington state list of

BELOW; Mary Sue Brancato instructs Bill Bennet and
Laura Bennet on how to identify deceased birds using a
laminated field guide.
LEFT: Skeletal remains of what appears to be a surf scoter.
The red tag indicates it has been recorded by researchers.

Species of Concern. Kudela says the Monterey Bay incident fol
lows the same trend as the one in' Washington, citing that climate
change may have increased the duration of algal blooms substan
tially in recent years.
An equally alarming problem is that the effects of climate
change go well beyond the current events with the seabirds. Stud
ies by the Audubon Society point to climate change as a major
suspect behind deteriorating bird populations. Across the U.S.,
common birds have declined 68 percent since 1967. These statis
tics are consistent with the seabirds’ situation and they show that
there are major problems with habitats across the nation.
When the deaths in Washington began to taper off in early
October, Brancato began to breathe a sigh of relief But mid

the different species. Extreme tides and harsh weather added to

October came with a series of storms, raising water temperatures

tracking problems as many of the birds had disappeared or been

and dropping salinity levels. On the Long Beach Peninsula, the

buried naturally.

foam came back in full force. Brancato hopes the algae will blow

To help reduce the number of casualties, volunteers brought

out to sea and disappear with the coming of winter, but for now,

more than 500 birds to the Wildlife Center of the North Coast

the future looks grim.

near Astoria, Ore., to help them recuperate. By staying warm,

The deaths in September started with white winged scoters

swimming in clean waters and preening, the birds were able to

and surf scoters, seabirds common between Alaska and Califor

rid themselves of the destruetive foam and rebuild the oil on their

nia. By October, the majority of deaths had shifted to common

feathers before they were released.

murres, common loons, red-throated loons and grebes. Unfor

As birds are important indieators of the overall health of our

tunately for the seabirds, the foam turned up in their feeding

environment, researchers say the freak algal bloom event could be

grounds. Making matters worse, some 80 to 90 percent of the dy

a serious warning. According to Julia Parrish, a marine biologist

ing birds came to the beach to molt, which is about a three-week

and professor at the University of Washington, the next step is to

process of replacing old, worn feathers with new, healthy feathers.

determine the ideal conditions that allow Akashiwo sanguinea to

“They’re in the wrong place at the wrong time,” Dolliver
said. “The amount of de-waterproofing algae is off the charts.”
Researchers have been conducting a survey by tagging and
identifying the birds in order to keep track of the death toll.

thrive, in order to predict when this might happen again. The
problem is that knowing when it will happen doesn’t stop it from
happening.
If climate change is partially responsible for this catastrophe,

Brancato and volunteers have been combing the beaches on a

then we have to point a guilty finger at ourselves. Although plenty

regular basis to track and tag the deceased. They pull limp masses

of efforts are in effect to combat climate change, the mass deaths

of feathers and bone from piles of kelp and swarms of sand fleas

of the seabirds send a clear message: freak occurrence or not, the

to sort them in morbid, single-file lines.

state of the birds is dire. The proverbial canary in a coal mine has

Using a field guide, the birds were usually identified by
matching characteristics of webbing on their feet. Some were so
decomposed it was nearly impossible to discern specific traits of

just passed on, but hopefully there is still enough time to respond.#
MITCH OLSEN is a senior at Western majoring in visual journalism. This is
his first published piece.
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World leaders are meeting
in Copenhagen, Denmark,
in December to discuss
climate change. Leaving
cap and trade legislation
out of the conversation
could derail serious
commitment to global
action on climate change
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Gap and trade - the make or break of U.S. action on climate

emissions as a necessary step for getting the price of producing

change - gives companies incentives to develop greenhouse gas

energy to where it should be, said Hart Hodges, professor of eco

reducing technology by placing a limit on the amount of carbon

nomics and director of the Center for Economics and Business

a country releases into the atmosphere. The government distrib

Research at Western. Rising prices will change consumer behav

utes allowances, or permits, to companies either by selling them

ior and put pressure on industries to emit less greenhouse gases

or issuing them for free. Combined, these permits equal the limit

during the manufacturing process.

of carbon emissions set by the government.
The number of issued permits will reduce over time, bring

Two climate bills in Congress, the American Clean Energy
and Security Act of 2009 and the Glean Energy Jobs and Ameri

ing down overall emissions while allowing industries to buy or sell

can Power Act, have cap and trade as a central part of their

these permits amongst themselves. This allows each industry to

legislation. By 2020, the American Glean Energy and Security

follow the rules of the cap and trade program while continuing

Act calls for a 17 percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions,

to remain in business. Cap and trade is necessary to counter the

slightly less than the 20 percent reduction of the Clean Energy

adverse effects of climate change, but will increase the prices of

Jobs and American Power Act. The goals of both bills are to

energy for businesses and, ultimately, consumers. No matter how

reduce emissions by 80 percent by 2050.

the business community is affected, American consumers will be
at the bottom.

These targets will prevent the worst of the effects climate
change is having on the environment and the negative impacts

Alcoa Inc. makes aluminum,
which is an energy intensive process.
In a cap and trade program, Alcoa
- owner of Intalco Works, located
in Whatcom County - would buy or
be given a certain number of per
mits. Then, Alcoa could install more
efficient and cleaner technology for
producing the aluminum at Intalco
and sell the surplus of the permits to

those effects have on people

“If you don’t raise the
prices of the products
that are causing the
pollution, then you’re
not really getting to the
heart of the matter.”

another company.
Cap and trade would reduce the amount of energy being

throughout the world, said Marchant Wentworth, Washington rep
resentative for clean energy for the
Union of Concerned Scientists.
One-third of Alcoa’s manufac
turing costs are electricity, so they
have a large stake in any climate
legislation that increases the price
of energy.

Alcoa Inc. is also a founding
member of U.S. Climate Action Partnership, a group of busi

produced by carbon-intensive industries over time, especially coal.

nesses and leading environmental organizations working together

This would make the overall price of energy more expensive be

to push immediate legislative action from the federal government

cause there will be less of it, until cleaner technology allows more

to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

energy to be produced.
“No matter how we approach permit allocation, American

The partnership has supported the cap and trade provisions
in the two climate legislation bills in Congress. However, the

consumers will ultimately bear the burden of the [cap and trade]

partnership has not fully endorsed either legislation because of

compliance costs,” said Sen. Lisa Murkowski in a meeting of the

key elements regarding the issuing of the permits among various

Energy and Natural Resources committee.

industries.

Any climate legislation will increase the price of energy-

Both pieces of legislation propose companies bid in an auc

intensive products consumers use daily, said Luanne VanWerven,

tion for only some of the permits, while giving away the rest to

chair of the Whatcom County Republicans. This includes com

energy-intensive industries like Alcoa.

puters, ipods and gasoline.

If all the permits are auctioned off in the beginning of the

Increasing the prices of these products, however, may be the

program, some companies may move to other countries with

right signal to encourage energy efficiency because the companies

out the same environmental emission regulations, which could

are not causing the pollution, the consumers are, said Phil Thomp

hurt local economies relying on the jobs and revenue from those

son, a Western Washington University economics professor.

companies.

“If you don’t raise the prices of the products that are causing

This would counter the reduction of global greenhouse gas

the pollution, then you’re not really getting to the heart of the

concentrations because the same amount of carbon would be

matter,” Thompson said.

entering the atmosphere, Hodges said.

Any form of climate legislation must place a cap on carbon

Regardless, the majority of the revenue from the auctioned

breakdown of cap and trade

iOn©
The government distributes
permits to companies by selling
them or issuing them for free.
Combined, these permits equal
the limit of carbon emissions set
by the government.

I two
Companies that are greener and
do not need as many carbon
permits can sell them to other
companies that produce more
CO2 and thus need more permits.
As a result, it pays to have
greener business practices.

As the number of carbon
permits goes down over time,
energy prices go up. Companies
are then forced to charge more
for products until more energy
is produced from cleaner
technology.

permits should be reflected in the prices to the consumers who

investments in renewable energy through financial subsidies and

will experience the brunt of the energy cost increases, said Amit

tax incentives.

Ronen, senior policy advisor for energy and natural resource is
sues to Sen. Maria Cantwell.
Cantwell is a member of the senate hnance committee work

“What the rest of the world is looking for is to see a sense of
progress in the American political system, and a commitment to
move the ball forward,” Wentworth said.

ing on another version of the climate legislation. Cantwell’s ver

Congress is expected to act on climate legislation before

sion would auction all permits and give the majority of the funds

Copenhagen. But if members don’t form consensus around effec

directly back to consumers. The rest of the funds would replenish

tive policy that allows businesses to remain profitable in America

federal support for energy research and development, which has

while mitigating the cost to consumers, global agreements are

been stagnant for several decades.

unlikely, Wentworth said.

The political feasibility of climate legislation rests on the

Addressing climate change will not only take action from the

support from politicians concerned about the impact to their local

government in the form of penalties and incentives. It will have

economies and constituents. This makes the cap and trade pro

to come from the bottom up, as consumers cope with paying the

posals in the current climate bills feasible because it issues some

true cost of the energy going into their products and the risk of

permits for free, allowing businesses to operate without having

inaction in the face of climate change. •

to shift heavy tax burdens on to consumers, like a direct tax on
carbon would.
Some politicians in Washington want other countries posing
a competitive threat to U.S. industries to also agree on capping

CJ HUXFORD is a senior majoring in planning and environmental policy. He
has been published in The Planet and The Western Front.
MADELINE STEVENS is a visual journalism major with a sociology minor.
She has been published in The Western Front.

emissions before moving to climate legislation. Canada and India
already have taxes for some industries on the amount of carbon
they emit into the atmosphere. China ~ the second largest emitter
of carbon next to the U.S. - has had a law since 2006 promoting
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NEW MOVEMENT

BY JENNY FARRINGTON I PHOTOS BY JULIE FRANZ

Victoria, British Columbia is finally taking the necessary
steps to clean up its crappy act.
mi

Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistr)^ sci

er decades oi nushing a4 million gallons oi untreated sewage
every day into what has become known as the Strait of Juan de

entists filed a report later that year indicating that although the

Poopa, regional politicians and the Core Area Liquid Waste Man

unique water conditions in the strait may lessen emironmental

agement Committee voted on a preferred wastewater treatment

impacts, Victoria needed to seriously consider the economic and

system set to be completed by 2016.

political costs of continuing with their current wastewater system,

Prior to the 1970s, many coastal cities, including Victoria,
pumped their raw sewage through pipes scattered along the

or lack thereof
James Skwarok, director of People Opposed to Outfall Pol

coastline. Then in the ‘70s, British Columbia’s provincial govern

lution (POOP), an active group of concerned citizens, has been

ment decided to direct all Victoria’s raw sewage into the Strait of

working to keep Victoria’s need for a wastewater treatment facil

Juan de Fuca. Because of its cold, quickly moving water, it was

ity drifting around the media. Skwarok has gone as far as dressing

thought that these unique conditions would simply wash away the

up as

problem. However, as new scientific research emerged and the

ing a 7-foot-tall turd costume.

public began to raise a stink, it became evident that this was not a
suitable solution.
In 2006, a report from the Scientific and Technical Review
Panel commissioned by the Capital Regional District (CRD) con
cluded that the prim and proper city needed to kick its dirty habit,

poop’s

mascot, Mr. Floatie, and perusing the streets sport

‘'Our goal has been to raise awareness and money to build a
sewage treatment facility for Victoria, as well as to make a point
to politicians,” Skwarok said. “We are one of the main reasons
Victoria is planning for sewage treatment.”
Skwarok said it has been a team effort on the part of many

stating that simply relying on tidal currents to flush its waste was

dedicated volunteers of POOP and other enVronmental organiza

a

tions, including the Georgia Strait Alliance and the T. Buck Suzuki

not a long-term answer to waste disposal.'5?

Foundation, which have been working behind the scenes to inspire
a new movement and pressure the city into treating its sewage.
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He said the organizations are pleased the province is finally
moving ahead with treatment, although they wish everything

Director of POOP, James Skwarok, flashes the peace sign as he
poses next to Clover Point, Victoria in his Mr. Floatie costume.

could be up and running sooner than 2016.
The new wastewater treatment system option will include
four state-of-the-art treatment plants, one northeast of the
city around Saanich and Oak Bay; two just west of the city at
McLoughlin Point and the West Shore; with the possibility of a
fourth treatment facility south of Victoria on Clover Point, ac
cording to the CRD. The CRD is the regional government for the
13 municipalities and three electoral areas located on the south
ern tip of Vancouver Island. The plant at Clover Point would
be a -wet-weather treatment facility that would deal with urban
discharge, including stormwater and sewer overflow.
Christianne Wilhelmson of the Georgia Strait Alliance, a Ca
nadian organization focused on protecting marine environments,
said she feels that with every step, the plan is becoming better and
better.
“As they get closer to doing it, they are really tightening up
the details and discovering that opportunities [to be innovative
and help the environment] are greater,” Wilhelmson said.
She said despite feeling a bit queasy about the overall cost,
the prov ince is continuing to show amazing leadership and is not
wavering on the project.
“They continue to direct money to the planning that they
need,” Wilhelmson said. “Key staff are at all the meetings and are
inv olved in the conversation. They are seeking public input, so it
gives me a lot of hope.”
The total cost of the project, in Canadian currency, is an
estimated S965 million, with annual operations and maintenance

zation a long time ago that not having a treatment system was a
serious problem.
“The evidence is clear, sewage is pollution,” Wilhelmson said.

expenditures of $19.8 million. This is considerably cheaper than

“That’s a standard definition wherever you go in the world, and

Brightwater, King County’s new wastewater treatment plant,

it’s increasingly a source of pollution. Wherever you dump raw

which is totaling around $1.95 billion in Canadian currency.

sewage, eventually it will cause harm.”

The four treatment plants will handle 34 million gallons

She said the problem in Victoria has not just been about the

of raw sewage produced per day by Victoria and surrounding

organics, but a laundry list of chemicals that have been flushed

suburbs, which is roughly enough to cover Washington DC in

away with the sewage, including heavy metals, pharmaceuticals

an inch of sewage. Currently, that sewage is flushed out into the

and other toxic chemicals.

Strait of Juan de Fuca where it eventually makes its way into

“Around Victoria, the seabeds near the outfalls are so con

Puget Sound. Research and active public engagement is expected

taminated they have been given the preliminary designation of

to continue through fall 2009 with a final plan going before the

a contaminated site, and there is a 60-square-kilometer closure

Alinistry of the Environment by the end of the year.

around Victoria for shellfish harvesting.”

Each wastewater treatment plant will be built to secondary

In Victoria, wastewater is discharged out of two outfalls

treatment levels or beyond. In the United States, treatment plants

about 213 feet deep and one mile out into the strait. The only fil

are required by law to use both primary and secondary treatment.

tration system presently in place is a screen that catches any waste

Primary treatment deals with the process of separating most of

larger than one-fourth of an inch. However, condoms, tampons

the solid waste from the liquid. Secondary treatment involves

and toilet paper have been known to wash up on the shores of

removing organic compounds from the wastewater through the

San Juan Island in the Washington.

use of microorganisms.
Wilhelmson said it was obvious to members of their organi-

On the other hand, Shaun Peck, former deputy provincial
health officer for British Columbia and member of Responsible
PLANET I 29

A mother and her
children hang out on
a bulkhead at Clover,
Point on the Straight of
Juan de Fuca.

Sewage Treatment Victoria, an association that believes the best

Dr. Brooke Love, Western Washington University chemical

form of sewage treatment is the existing natural treatment system,

oceanographer and water quality professor, said dumping raw

said he does not see any evidence that a new system is needed.

sewage into any waterway is never a good idea. The problems

“The outfall screening process is highly effective in naturally
treating the effluent,” Peck said. “Furthermore, it’s not worth the
costs, and it doesn’t make sense to spend money for no clear benefit.”
He said he would rather see the funds go to improving

can result from the addition of nutrients into an already delicately
balanced system.
“You are providing a lot of nutrients to the system,” she said.
“A system that has really adapted to the natural level of nutrients

access to public education and health services rather than the

that would be there [without sewage inputs], so if you’re putting

implementation of sewage treatment plants.

in all these nutrients, you are going to change the dynamics of

Mike Sato, communications director for People For Puget
Sound, a local citizens organization that has been monitoring

what’s going on there,” she said.
Love said this can lead to dramatic shifts in the kinds of

the issue because of the United States’ shared inland waters, said

organisms that live in the environment and pose a threat to hu

Victoria has been lagging behind other metropolitan cities and

man health.

cleaning up its trashy image is long overdue.
“It’s an investment beyond environmental values,” Sato said.

“Raw sewage has all sorts of pathogens in it and those can
then enter ecosystems and can get back into the population

“It’s an investment in Victoria’s economic health as a tourist desti

through people eating shellhsh or bathing in the water, so there is

nation, an investment in its attractiveness as a place to live and to

dehnitely a vector for disease there which obviously isn’t good,”

work, and an investment in its ability to grow and prosper.”

Love said.

He said there have always been good environmental, political
and economic reasons to move forward with sewage treatment.
However, these are not the only motives behind the constipated
city implementing a proper treatment system.

Along with many others. Love believes proper treatment is
also a question of fairness.
“ Everyone else has to treat their sewage, so they should
probably have to, too,” she said. •

“These oftentimes pale in comparison to the aesthetic revul
sion of knowing that there is no sewage treatment in the capital
city of a province that invites people to come to ‘beautiful, British
Columbia,”’ Sato said. “Victoria will join the ranks of world-class
cities once it gets its treatment plants built and operating.”
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"When one tugs at a single thing in nature,
he finds it attached to the rest of the world.
- John Muir

